
 

Long Term Care Governance and Leadership 

AGENDA 

Monday, May 6, 2019  

 

8:30 am - 9:30 am   Registration 

9:30 am - 10:00 am  Opening Remarks 

Robert Morton, Senior Advisor 

 

10:00 am-10:30 am  Current Environment 

    Lisa Levin, CEO, AdvantAge Ontario 

 

10:30 am – 10:45 am  Refreshment Break  

 

10:45 am -11:30 am  Legal Framework - Roles and Responsibilities of LTC Directors 

 Marco Deiana, Lawyer, DDO Health Law 

 

11:30 am – 12:30 pm Risk Management – Oversight Responsibilities  

 Lori Borovoy, Senior Healthcare Risk Management Specialist, Healthcare 

Insurance Reciprocal of Canada (HIROC) 

  

12:30 am – 1:15 pm  Lunch 

 

1:15 pm -2:00 pm  LTC Funding Model and Future Directions  

 Julie Horne, CFO and Privacy Officer, New Unionville Home Society 

 

2:00 pm-2:45 pm Health Care Transformation – Collaborative Governance 

  Robert Morton, Senior Advisor  

 

2:45 pm – 3:00 pm Break 

 

3:00 pm – 3:45 pm  Reporting Indicators for Governing Bodies 

 Brian Swainson, Director, Long Term Care Services, The Regional Municipality 

of York, Community & Health Services Department 

 

3:45 pm – 5:00 pm Media Relations 

 Warren Weeks, Principal, Weeks Media 

 

5:00 pm – 5:15 pm Wrap-up     
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100th Anniversary Title Sponsor

We’re in the business of saving time and money for our clients 
through a combination of procurement and program solutions 
for their operations. 

Outline

1. LTC Facts, Figures and Pressures
2. Budget 2019
3. Bill 74 Overview
4. AdvantAge Ontario Achievements

4
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LTC Facts, Figures, & Pressures

Long Term Care in Ontario
Quick Facts

6

LTC Homes in Ontario (as of January 1, 2019) 611 *
LTC Beds in Ontario 78,502*

Provincial Budget Allocation for LTC $4.3B
Current Average Provincial Funding Per Diem $176.76
Average Provincial Annual Operating Cost Per 
LTC bed  (Does not include CMI adjustment or supplement funding)

$64,517

Basic Co-Payment Fee (new preferred rates 
pending)

Basic: $60.78 
Private: $79.52 to $86.82 
Semi: $69.11 to $73.27

*Excludes 15 Eldcap homes and 268 Eldcap beds
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Long Term Care in Ontario

7

Beds and Homes by Ownership (as of January 2019)

Sector Beds Homes

Count % Count %

For-profit 42,353 54 361 59

Non-profit 19,867 25 149 24

Municipal 16,282 21 101 17

*78,502 *611

* Excludes 15 ELDCAP homes and 268 ELDCAP beds

>Every southern municipality must operate a LTC home   

>One or more other northern municipalities may, under an agreement with 
each other, establish and maintain a joint home.

>The northern municipalities that enter into an agreement must all be in the 
same territorial district 

>A northern municipality that is an upper or single-tier municipality and 
that has a population of more than 15,000 may establish and maintain a 
municipal home.  Northern municipalities are not required to establish 
and maintain a LTC home

8

Municipal LTC Homes
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Context of Seniors Care

> Today, over half a million Canadians are living with dementia
> Seniors being admitted to LTC are older and have increased acuity
> Increased acuity of seniors in community (including supportive housing, 

retirement homes, and various other seniors housing options) including 
dementia

> LTC homes admit residents with higher MAPLe scores than before – this 
trickles down into the community as well

> To meet needs, LTC homes need:
> more staff and more hours of care provided
> more specialized staff 
> continuous training 

Page 9

Dementia in LTC

> 80% of Ontario’s LTC home residents have neurological diseases, including 
dementia

> 64% have a diagnosis of dementia
> 33% have severe cognitive impairment; 50% have mild/moderate cognitive 

impairment
> 45% residents aggressive behaviour: 

> 24% have some aggressive behaviour; 15% have severe behaviour; 6% have 
very severe behaviour 

> Responsive behaviours are actions, words, and gestures which have meaning and 
are a response to an unmet need, the surrounding environment or another 
individual’s behaviours, words, or actions toward them 

Source:Canadian Institute for Health Information (2018). Profile of Residents in Residential and Hospital-Based Continuing Care. 2017-2018.
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Excess Demand
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Ontario LTC Supply, Demand, Wait-Time

13

Budget 2019
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AdvantAge Ontario 2019/20 Pre-Budget Asks

1. Develop a Health Human Resources Strategy
2. Invest an additional $350M to increase the provincial average of care to 4 hours 

per resident, per day
3. Explore new models of dementia care and provide greater access to in-home 

BSO teams
4. Support new models of care and seniors’ campuses by removing regulatory 

barriers
5. Provide funding to expand community support services
6. Create more supportive housing for seniors
7. Build new LTC beds where they are most needed
8. Provide supports and reduce red tape to facilitate LTC development
9. Move toward a risk-based oversight system
10.Create a new, simplified LTC funding model

2019 Budget
Our Ask: Create a new, simplified LTC funding model
Budget 2019: Silent
Post Budget 2019:  Awaiting info from Ministry

Our Ask: Invest an additional $350M to increase the provincial average of care to 4 
hours per resident, per day
Budget 2019: Silent
Post Budget 2019:  Awaiting info from Ministry

Our Ask: Explore new models of dementia care and provide greater access to in-home 
BSO teams
Budget 2019: Silent
Post Budget 2019: Awaiting info from ministry
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2019 Budget

Our Ask: Support new models of care and seniors’ campuses by removing regulatory 
barriers
Budget 2019:  Silent.  We hope this will be in a red tape reduction bill

Our Ask:   Provide supports and reduce red tape to facilitate LTC development
Budget 2019:   Reduction in red tape and streamlining processes to sell surplus 
government properties and land for LTC home redevelopment 
Post Budget 2019:  recent changes announced for land use planning

Our Ask: Move toward a risk-based oversight system
Budget 2019:  Silent. 

2019 Budget
Our Ask: Develop a Health Human Resources Strategy
Budget 2019: Commitment to include PSWs as one of the occupations eligible for the 
government’s Employer Job Offer - In-Demand Skills Stream
Post Budget 2019: We will be working with MOHLTC on HHR measures

Our Ask: Create more supportive housing for seniors and expand community support 
services
Budget 2019: $267 million in funding for home and community care including 
assisted living in supportive housing; $4 billion in federal and provincial funding for 
the housing sector over the next nine years
Post Budget 2019 – Community Housing strategy announced

Our Ask: Build new LTC beds where they are most needed
Budget 2019: $1.75 billion over the next five years to redevelop 15,000 existing long 
term care beds and add 15,000 new beds
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2019 Budget – Other Announcements
>The province is developing a new strategy to improve the lives of seniors 

and provide supports and resources to help them live independently

>The province is creating a centralized procurement system to manage the 
purchasing of products and devices for hospitals, home and community 
care, and long-term care 

>The province is considering changing the way pharmacies are funded by 
the Ontario Drug Benefit Program, including fees paid for filling 
prescriptions for LTC home residents  

>Public health units and ambulance dispatch centres are being streamlined 
and consolidated

>Research funding cut – Quality in Long Term Care project

The People’s Health Care Act, 2019 
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Legislative Overview 
 The People’s Health Care Act is comprised of three schedules. It received Royal Assent 

on April 18, 2019. 

 The major changes related to health system transformation are in Schedule 1, the 
Connecting Care Act, 2019

 The Connecting Care Act will create: 
 Ontario Health
 Ontario Health Teams 

 The transformation aims to:
 Reduce silos and fragmentation
 Ease transitions across care continuum
 Improve health care system navigation
 Enhance digital tools and resources

Page 21

The Agency – Ontario Health 

> Single health agency that will oversee 
health care delivery, clinical guidance, and 
health service provider support 

> The Minister of Health and Long Term 
Care may delegate her/his powers 
under The Connecting Care Act to 
Ontario Health 

> 12 Board of Directors have already 
been appointed by Cabinet 

COMPOSITION

• 14 LHINs 
• Cancer Care Ontario
• Health Quality Ontario
• eHealth Ontario
• Trillium Gift of Life 

Network 
• Health Shared Services 

Ontario
• HealthForceOntario
• Prescribed organizations

Page 22
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Ontario Health – Mandate 

Page 23

• Implement health system strategies developed by MOHLTC 

• System management and performance

• Performance measurement and reporting, quality improvement, 
clinical and quality standards development

• Implementing digital health initiatives and data management 

• Ensuring system oversight (holding accountability for Ontario Health 
Teams) 

• Back office support (supply chains)

Integrated Delivery Systems – Ontario Health Teams

> Ontario Health Teams  (OHT) are groups of providers and organizations that are clinically 
and fiscally accountable for delivering a full and coordinated continuum of care to a 
defined geographic population1

> An OHT will deliver, in an integrated and coordinated manner, at least three of the 
following types of services2: 

> Hospital care
> Primary care
> Long term care
> Mental health or addictions care
> Home care or community services
> Palliative care 
> Any other prescribed health care service or non-health service that supports the provision 

of health care services (e.g. Meals on Wheels, emergency transport, supportive housing)

Page 24
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Intended to organize and 
deliver care at the local 

level

OHT designation will be 
through an assessment 

processes by the 
MOHLTC

No prescribed 
governance model 

NOT a pilot project 
– every HSP will 

eventually become 
part of an OHT

Integrated 
funding envelope

Key Points on Ontario Health Teams 

Ontario Health Team – Designation Process 
The path to becoming a designated OHT consist of 4 steps:3

1. Self-Assessing Readiness
• Interested groups assess their readiness and begin working to meet readiness criteria

2. Validating Provider Readiness
• Based on Self-Assessment tool, groups of providers are identified as being In Discovery or 

In Development 

3. Becoming an OHT Candidate
• Groups of providers that demonstrate, through an invitational, full application, that they 

meet key readiness criteria are selected to begin implementation of the OHT model

4. Becoming a Designated OHT
• OHT candidates that are ready to receive an integrated funding envelope and enter into 

an OHT accountability agreement with the funder can be designated as an OHT

Page 26
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Impacts and Next Steps

Page 27

Assessment Process Dates

Open call for self-
assessments

April 3, 2019

Deadline to submit 
self-assessment

May 15, 2019

Selected groups will be 
invited to submit full 
application

June 3, 2019

Deadline to submit full 
applications

July 12, 2019

Announce designated
Ontario Health Teams

Fall 2019

> All services funded by MOHLTC/LHINs 
will eventually have to form or join 
an OHT

> Admissions/placement into LTC will 
be managed by OHTs

> LHINs will continue to function 
until advised otherwise by the Ministry

> Funding will eventually be provided 
through an integrated funding 
envelope

Key Messages and Resources
> AdvantAge Ontario believes that the proposed transformation can significantly 

improve the delivery and quality of care across the care continuum. However, the 
implementation of The People’s Health Care Act, 2019 should foster collaboration, 
accountability, and transparency to be effective

> We are encouraging members to talk to potential partners, and consider 
forming or joining teams. Showcase leadership as we undergo this 
transformation 

> AdvantAge Ontario is here to help - we are in constant communication with the 
Ministry and keeping our members updated and prepared for these changes.  See our 
People’s Health Care Act, 2019 Webpage for resources.

> Subscribe to the MOHLTC’s Connected Care Updates

Page 28
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Governance Highlights

> 2018 Membership Survey

> Positive response
> 95% satisfied or very satisfied
> Proud to belong to AdvantAge Ontario
> Excellent job of representing your 

interests
> High marks for communications
> Deliver results for your fees
> Member driven 

Governance Highlights
 Public Inquiry

 Unprecedented for the Association
 Ten weeks of hearings - concluded in late 

September
 Oral and written submissions with 

recommendations
 Phase 2 - met with the Commissioner in October; 

teleconference in November; plenary session in 
January

 Maintained the fine balance between supporting 
the sector and seeking improvements in care

 Recognized for our proactive work “Many thanks for all of the hard work that you and your counsel 
have put into the Inquiry’s work. It has – and will continue to –
make a difference.” Commissioner Gilese Dec. 10/18
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Issues and Advocacy - Wins
> New era at Queen’s Park

> Moved quickly to establish ourselves as trusted advisors to the new government 
– seen as one of the eight most influential health care advocates

> Seniors care and LTC a top priority of the new government – commitment to 
30,000 new beds

> New positioning - community-based organizations representing the full 
continuum of seniors’ care

> Premier’s Council – LTC Working Group

> Meetings with:

> Minister of Health and LTC

> Minister of Seniors; 

> Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing; 

> key ADMs; Parliamentary Assistant to LTC; Premier’s Office; France 
Gelinas, NDP Health Care Critic; John Fraser, NDP LTC and Seniors’ 
Affairs Critic; Treasury Board; Finance Minister

Issues and Advocacy - Wins

> RN prescribing – succeeded in getting
OTC meds included for LTC

> Designated spousal reunification bed

> AMPs submission – delayed

> Fire safety – members ready

> Campuses of care  - increased profile

> RN funding – obtained flexibility

> Falls funding  - expanded scope
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Issues and Advocacy - Submissions

> Aging with Confidence

> AMPs

> Inclusionary Zoning

> Safe at Work Ontario consultation

> Palliative care

> Cannabis –amendments to LTCHA and 
SFOA

> 2019 Pre-Budget Submission 

> Housing supply consultation

> Bill 66 – red tape reductions

> LTCHA reg change 
recommendations

> CNO – RN prescribing

> Bill 74

Issues and Advocacy – Collaboration and
Engagement

> Provincial election supports

> Hosted first ever multi-
stakeholder election forum 
focused on seniors

> Toolkit for members

> Partnered with CARP on LTC 
pre-election poll

> Advocacy - collaboration with sector 
partners on Bill 148, inclusionary 
zoning, ALC, public inquiry, Bill 74
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Issues and Advocacy – Collaboration and 
Engagement

> Active participation of assocation on close to 60 government and sector 
committees

> Presentations – OMSSA Housing Forum, HNHB LHIN, Re-imagining LTC, OARC, 
Health System Capacity and Innovation Symposium, MOHLTC bed 
announcements, International Federation of Aging, AMO, One Fell Swoop 
(Australian Study Tour), RNAO NP Symposium, University of Toronto

> CALTC – Federal lobby day – February; HHR roundtable November

> Member engagement – Attended/presented at AGMs and regional meetings in all 
regions; attended/presented fundraisers (Toronto; Niagara; Arnprior); ministry 
bed announcements (Welland; Hamilton; Toronto; Virgil); HNHB forum; strategic 
planning sessions for members etc.

Issues and Advocacy – Media Profile

• Quoted in:  Toronto Star (Butterfly homes); Globe and Mail

(cultural long term care); Ottawa 

Citizen (regulations); Healthy Debate

• TV: CP 24 – LTC poll with Carp; CTV – Inquiry; OMNI; CTV

• Radio:  Zoomer Radio – Public Inquiry
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Roles and Responsibilities of LTC Home Directors

AdvantAge Ontario – May 6, 2019

Marco Deiana

2

 Types of non‐profit LTC home corporations

 Director’s duties 

 Corporate Law

 Long‐Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (the “LTCHA”)

 Liability 

 Role of the Board

 Board vs. management Roles

 Board accountability to Government

Agenda
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 Possibly incorporated under Ontario’s Corporations Act 
(to be replaced by the Not‐for‐Profit Corporations Act 
(ONCA) – expected to come into force in 2020)

 Possibly established as a Board of Management under the 
Long‐Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (unique, deemed a 
corporation but not subject to the Corporations Act) 

 Possibly operated by a municipality (which is a 
corporation)

What are Non‐Profit LTC Homes?

4

 Oversight & Governance

 Board (non‐share corporation)

 Board of Management (non‐share corporation)

 Committee of Management (committee of members of 
council of municipality)

What are Non‐Profit LTC Homes?
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Members Roles

 If incorporated under the Corporations Act

 Elect directors

 Receive financial statements

 Appoint auditor

 Approve by‐laws and by‐law amendments

 Make out‐of‐ordinary‐course decisions (increase size of 
Board, amalgamation, sale of substantially all assets)

What are Non‐Profit LTC Homes?

WHAT IS A DIRECTOR EXPECTED TO DO?
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Legal expectations

 In carrying out his/her governance responsibilities, each 
director shall: 

 act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of 
the corporation (fiduciary duty)

 exercise the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent 
person would exercise in comparable circumstances (duty of 
care)

Duties of Directors – Corporate Law

8

Fiduciary Duty

 How does a director know what is in the best interests of 
the LTC home?

 Corporate objects (letters patent)

 Mission, vision 

 Strategic plan

 Contractual expectations (funding agreements)

Duties of Directors ‐ Corporate Law
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Duty of Loyalty

Confidentiality

 Information learned at the Board is confidential and 
proprietary
 Includes information learned at Board of Management about LTC
home; not to be disclosed (e.g., at Council meetings or to other 
Councillors)

 Recognize this is a challenge where municipal councillors are on 
Board of Management or Committee of Management, but duty 
remains

Duties of Directors ‐ Corporate Law

10

Duty of Loyalty

Conflicts of Interest

 Conflicts of interest need to be identified, declared and acted on 

 Conflicted director’s cannot participate in discussions, should 
excuse themselves from meeting, cannot vote

 It is a conflict when the Board member cannot vote exclusively in 
the best interests of the corporation/home

 E.g. Financial Interest or Adverse Interest 

Duties of Directors ‐ Corporate Law
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Duty of Loyalty

Conflicts of Interest

 For charities, it is critical to avoid even a perceived or potential 
conflict of interest – higher standard of care

 No financial benefit from the charity – directly or indirectly (family 
members, corporations)

 New regulation under the Charities Accounting Act will allow 
directors to receive payments for legitimate goods, services or 
facilities @ fair market value, in very prescribed circumstances (all 
directors must agree and put cap on payment, other rules)

Duties of Directors ‐ Corporate Law

12

Duty of Care

 Each director will have to establish that he/she exercised the care, 
diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person would have 
done if he or she had been a director of the Corporation with the 
skills and experience of the director

 Supreme Court of Canada confirmed that the duty of care is tested 
against an objective standard (the “reasonable person standard” vs. 
your own mindset)

 Standard is not perfection

Duties of Directors ‐ Corporate Law
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 Section 69 of LTCHA:

“Where a licensee is a corporation, every director and every officer of the corporation 
shall ensure that the corporation complies with all requirements under this Act.”

 Contrast this with previous language in LTCHA (now repealed):

“Where a licensee is a corporation, every director and every officer of the corporation 
shall,

(a)  exercise the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person would 
exercise in comparable circumstances; and

(b)  take such measures as necessary to ensure that the corporation complies with all 
requirements under this Act”

 Contrast this with expectation of Boards of Hospitals (Public Hospitals Act)

“the board shall […] take such measures as the board considers necessary to ensure that 
the provisions of the Act, the regulations and the by‐laws of the hospital are being 
complied with”

Duties of Directors ‐ LTCHA

Liability under LTCHA
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 Section 69(3) “Every person who fails to comply 
with this section is guilty of an offence”

 Section 69(4) “A person may be prosecuted and 
convicted under this section even if the 
corporation has not been prosecuted or 
convicted.” (new section added last year)

What does this mean?

LTCHA Liability

16

 Breach of Section 69 results in penalties (Section 182) for 
individual directors:

 for non‐profit directors/officers or members of a 
committee or board of management: a fine of not more 
than $2000

 for directors/officers of for profit homes: not more than 
$100,000 for first offence, not more than $200,000 for 
second offence

LTCHA Liability
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 S. 24 Offence ‐ a fine of no more than $100,000 
 Obligation:

 A person who has reasonable grounds to suspect the following has occurred or may 
occur shall immediately report same to Director (Minister Appointee):

 1. Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident that resulted in / risk 
of harm.

 2. Abuse of a resident by anyone or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff 
that resulted in harm / risk of harm.

 3. Unlawful conduct that resulted in harm / risk of harm to a resident.

 4. Misuse or misappropriation of a resident’s money.

 5. Misuse or misappropriation of funding provided to a licensee under this Act or 
the Local Health System Integration Act, 2006

 Offence ‐ A director, officer, member of committee / board of management or staff 
member is guilty of an offence if they fail to make the report, or coerce/intimidate a 
person not to file a report.

LTCHA Liability

18

 Higher fines and or imprisonment may result if a director 
or officer or member of committee/board of 
management is convicted of more egregious offences. 

 For example:
 If a director or officer or member does anything to discourage / 

retaliate against / harass a person as a result of a disclosure by the 
person of anything to an inspector, disclosing anything to the Director,  
or giving evidence in a proceeding (section 26)

 for a first offence, to a fine of up to $100,000 or to imprisonment for a 
term of not more than 12 months, or to both; and

 for a subsequent offence, to a fine of up to $200,000, or to 
imprisonment for a term of not more than 12 months, or to both.

LTCHA Liability
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 Due diligence (being vigilant)

 D & O insurance (confirm it has been purchased, annually)

 Business judgment rule

 Courts are more concerned about Board process than results:

 sufficient information?

 examined the information critically?

 allocated appropriate time to make the decision?

 Reliance on expert advice (lawyer, auditor)

Defences to Director Liability

20

 Corporation’s liability under LTCHA:

 A corporation convicted of an offence under the Act is liable to a fine of up to 
$200,000 for first offence; up to $500,000 for a subsequent offence 

 It is an offence for a licensee to, for example:

 breach Section 19 of the Act which reads:

“Every licensee of a long‐term care home shall protect residents from abuse 
by anyone and shall ensure that residents are not neglected by the licensee 
or staff.” 

 Fail to comply with an inspector or Director's orders

LTCHA Liability – Corporate Liability
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 Bill 160 added new administrative penalties when 
an inspector or the Director finds that a licensee 
has not complied with a requirement under the 
Long‐Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (Section 156.1) –
not yet in force.

 The administrative penalty shall not exceed $100K

 Limitation period: a notice of administrative penalty shall not be 
issued more than two years after the day the most recent failure 
to comply on which the notice is based first came to the 
knowledge of an inspector or Director

LTCHA Liability

WHAT IS THE BOARD EXPECTED TO DO?
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 The Board’s duty is to govern the LTC home

 What is governance?

 Not defined in any law

 Look to key governance reports to identify key governance 
duties:  National Policy 58‐201 (Ontario Securities Commission):  
“Corporate Governance Guidelines”

Duty to Govern

24

“Corporate Governance Guidelines”

1. Satisfying itself as to the integrity of the CEO and other senior officers, and 
that the CEO creates a culture of “integrity”

 Performance reviews, setting goals and measuring performance against 
those goals

2. Adopting a strategic planning process

 Approving strategic plan on a regular basis (goals, objectives, numbers)

3. Succession planning, including appointing, training and monitoring senior 
management and successors to the Board

 Board orientation, CEO succession plan, election of skills‐based board 
where applicable

Board Key Duties
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“Corporate Governance Guidelines”

4. Adopting a communication policy for the home

 Website, annual reports

 Mandatory community engagement

5. Ensuring integrity of the corporation’s internal control and management 
information systems 

 Auditors

 Executive Director/CEO

Board of Directors Key Duties

26

“Corporate Governance Guidelines”

6. Identifying principal risks of the corporation’s business and ensuring the 
implementation of appropriate systems to manage these risks (e.g. monitoring 
of quality issues, complaint patterns)

 Monitoring quality issues, dashboards

 Where benchmarks are not being met, require reason for variance and 
remediation plan

 Understand and monitor accountabilities under L‐SAA

7. Developing an approach to corporate governance, including a set of corporate 
governance principles and guidelines (see next slide)

Board of Directors Key Duties
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The governance mandate should also set out:

 Measures for receiving feedback from stakeholders

 Expectation and responsibilities of directors, including basic duties 
and responsibilities with respect to attendance and advance review 
of meeting materials

 Position descriptions for Chair, committee chairs

 Goals/objectives for CEO, with performance review

 Orientation/continuing education

 Nomination of directors based on skills matrix

 Regular board and director assessments

Develop Governance Mandate

28

Need policies & procedures for:

 Making effective and appropriate decision‐making

 Effective and prudent risk‐management, including identification and 
management of actual and perceived conflicts of interest

 Prudent and effective management of funding

 Monitoring and ensuring accurate and timely fulfillment of 
obligations under the L‐SAA

 Enabling preparation, approval & delivery of reports

 Addressing complaints about the services, management or 
governance

L‐SAA Governance Requirements
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WHAT IS THE BOARD EXPECTED TO DO 
vs. WHAT IS THE ED EXPECTED TO DO?

30

 7 Questions to Determine whether to Involve the Board 
in Decision‐Making (AHA, Great Boards)

 Is it big?

 Is it about the future?

 Is it core to the mission?

 Does a policy need to be developed/approved?

 Is a red flag flying?

 Is the regulator involved?

 Does the CEO need Board support (e.g., a career‐limiting 
activity)?

 See Schedule A

When to Involve Board
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WHO IS THE BOARD ACCOUNTABLE TO?

32

 Long‐Term Care Homes Act – Minister and Director (Minister 
Appointee), inspector, interim manager (chosen by Director)

 Director may revoke a license (e.g., non compliance with LTCHA) – S. 157.

 On a date to be named by Lieutenant Governor:

 the Director will also have suspension rights.

 The Minister will have suspension rights if the Minister believes the home is being 
or will be operated in a madder prejudicial to health, safety and welfare of 
residents.

 Local Health System Integration Act, 2006 (“LHSIA”)

 If Bill 74 (the People’s Health Care Act) is passed and made law, 
the LHSIA will eventually be repealed.

Key Legislation
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 Amends LTCHA to replace “LHIN” with Agency (Ontario 
Health), and replace LHSIA with Connecting Care Act, 
2019.

 As in LHSIA, a licensee of a long‐term care home is a 
“health service provider”.

 Agency may fund a health service provider

 Broad Delegation Powers:  the Minster may delegate ANY 
POWER under ANY ACT to the Agency.

Bill 74  ‐ the People’s Health Care Act

34

 Minister has the power to issue directives where in public 
interest to do so and the directives may be general or 
particular in application.
 LHINs currently have this power, but ltc homes are exempt.

 Minister currently has this power under LTCHA, but they are 
restricted to  operational or policy directives and the may not be 
made with respect to one particular home or licensee

 Service Accountability Agreements
 Agency must enter into SAA with funded health service providers

 If parties fail to negotiate an SAA within 150 days, Agency may 
dictate terms of SAA and health service provider shall comply

 LHIN also has this power, but must meet with CEO and Chair of 
provider first, and process takes longer. 

Bill 74  ‐ the People’s Health Care Act
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 Investigator and Supervisor

 Long‐term care homes are exempt from Agency power to 
appoint an investigator or supervisor (no change from current 
exemption provided to long‐term care homes under the LHSIA).

 Rationale – power to appoint inspector and interim manager is 
already under LTCHA.

Bill 74  ‐ the People’s Health Care Act

36

 Integrations
 Minister may designate entities as “integrated care delivery 
teams” (a.k.a. Ontario Health Teams) – s. 29

 1 of the 3 services that must be provided is long‐term care home 
services.

 The Agency may integrate the health system by – s. 32:

 Providing or changing funding; or

 Facilitating or negotiating integration of persons or services 
(including integration with non‐health service providers).

 the Agency cannot require an integration

 LHINs have power to require certain integrations under LHSIA (but 
not the power to require amalgamation, dissolution, winding‐up)

Bill 74  ‐ the People’s Health Care Act
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 The Minister may require integration of health service provider or 
Ontario Health Teams, including (s.33):
 1. To provide all or part of a service or to cease to provide all or part of a service. 

 2. To provide a service to a certain level, quantity or extent. 

 3. To transfer all or part of a service from one location to another. 

 4. To transfer all or part of a service to or to receive all or part of a service from 
another person or entity.

 5. To cease operating, to dissolve or to wind up its operations. 

 6. To amalgamate with one or more persons or entities that receive funding from the 
Agency. 

 7. To co‐ordinate services with or partner with another person or entity that receives 
funding from the Agency.

 8. To transfer all or substantially all of its operations to one or more persons or 
entities.

 BUT there are carveouts for long‐term care homes – these 
carveouts also exists under the LHSIA

Bill 74  ‐ the People’s Health Care Act

38

 The Minister cannot issue an integration order to a Board of Management or Municipality that 
maintains a long‐term care home to:

 Cease operating/wind‐up/dissolve

 amalgamate

 coordinate services with another HSP or Ontario Health Team

 transfer its operations

 The Minister cannot issue an integration order to a licensee of a long‐term care home (excluding 
above licensees) to:

 Cease operating/wind‐up/dissolve

 amalgamate

 coordinate services with another HSP or Ontario Health Team

 transfer its operations

UNLESS, the licensee is also another kind of health service provider (e.g., a hospital)

 The Minister cannot issue an order, in respect of the operation of the long‐term care home, to a 
licensee to cease operating, wind‐up, or dissolve IF the licensee is also another kind of health 
service provider (e.g., a hospital)

Bill 74  ‐ the People’s Health Care Act
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Thank you

AdvantAge Ontario – May 6, 2019

Marco Deiana

Schedule A
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 Board: Strategic planning

 Participates in formulation of 
mission, vision, values

 Adopts it 

 Participates in strategic planning 
process

 Approves strategic plan

 Oversees implementation of 
strategic plan 

 Monitors home operations

 Ensures Board decisions are 
consistent with mission, 
vision and values and 
strategic plan

 CEO: Strategic planning

 CEO researches mission, vision, 
values trends and present to 
Board

 CEO conducts strategic planning, 
prepare strategic plan in draft for 
input and ultimate approval of 
Board

 CEO advises Board of SWOT

 CEO recommends goals and 
policies to Board with support of 
background info

Statement of Board’s Role

42

 Board: Quality and Performance 
Mgmt

 Ensures quality of client care, 
management performance, 
financial performance, external 
relations

 Identifies appropriate 
performance standards and 
indicators [dashboard]

 Reviews home performance 
against standards and indicators

 Ensures CEO has plan in place to 
address variances

 CEO: Quality and Performance 
Mgmt

 Assists Board with identifying 
appropriate performance 
standards and indicators 
[dashboard]

 Recommends new indicators 
from time to time

 Reports to Board regularly on 
performance against standards 
and indicators

 Establishes plan to address 
variances

Statement of Board’s Role
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 Board: Financial Oversight

 Approves financial policies

 Approves annual capital and 
operating budget consistent with 
those policies (e.g., no deficit)

 Monitors financial performance 
against approved budget

 Approves audited financial 
statements

 Ensures management addresses 
auditor’s concerns re: controls

 CEO: Financial Oversight

 Recommends financial policies with 
background information

 Establishes annual capital and 
operating budgets consistent with 
policies

 Presents financial statements and 
variances to Board with plan for 
rectifying

 Works with auditor to address 
internal controls

Statement of Board’s Role
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 Board: Succession Planning

 Selects, supervises and evaluates the 
CEO

 Determines position descriptions

 Determines annual goals

 Evaluates performance against 
annual goals

 Determines compensation

 Ensures succession plans are in place

 CEO: Succession Planning

 Needs to mutually agree on 
performance evaluation process & 
criteria

 Recommends performance goals to 
the Board that are consistent with 
strategic plan

 Reports on results to the Board

 Takes steps to respond to 
recommendations re: CEO 
development

 Creates succession plans for CEO

Statement of Board’s Role
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 Board: Risk Identification & 
Oversight

 Identifies risks to the organization

 Ensures plans are put in place to 
mitigate and minimize risk

 CEO: Risk Identification & 
Oversight

 Assists Board in identifying risks (e.g., 
workplace violence, harassment, etc.)

 Takes direction from Board to put 
processes to mitigate risk

 Respond to Board requests for 
additional information 

 Advises Board on insurance coverage

 Assures Board of statutory 
compliance, compliance with policies 
and processes

Statement of Board’s Role
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 Board: Communications

 Ultimately responsible for reporting 
to its stakeholders and approving a 
communications policy

 Identifying stakeholders

 Ensuring appropriate reporting and 
communication mechanisms, both 
internally and externally

 Signing off on significant messages

 External advocates/diplomats in 
public policy, fundraising, stakeholder 
relations

 Chair as spokesperson to media

 CEO: Communications

 Recommending a communications 
policy

 Creating communications for 
approval of Board

 Advising Board of need for 
community engagement (keeping 
Board informed)

 Organizing community engagement

 Media relations

 Website up‐to‐date

Statement of Board’s Role
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 Board: Governance

 Ensuring a board mandate/Statement 
of Board’s Role exists

 Ensuring by‐laws, committee terms 
of reference are appropriate

 Assessment of Board performance 
and its own members

 Arranging for education

 CEO: Governance

 Preparing a Statement of Board’s 
Role for input and approval of Board

 Facilitating review of by‐laws, 
committee terms of reference

 Engaging experts to provide advice

 Engaging educators

Statement of Board’s Role
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21 Questions Healthcare Boards Should be 
Asking About RISK

Lori Borovoy
Senior Healthcare Risk Specialist   

AdvantAge
May 6, 2019 

Board Governance 
Risk Management - Oversight Responsibilities

2

Objectives

• Understand the board’s role in operationalizing the 
oversight, coordination, and reporting of risk.

• Be able to operationalize the types of reports that 
healthcare boards need.
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Topics

• What do we know about Enterprise Risk Management 
(ERM)/Integrated Risk Management (IRM)

• Case study – Mid-Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust
• “21 Questions” resource overview
• Small group activity
• Wrap-up

44

What do we know?

“Risk is an inescapable part of 
every decision. For most of the 
everyday choices people make, 
the risks are small. But on a 
corporate scale, the 
implications can be enormous.”

Buchanan. HBR, 2006

https://hbr.org/2006/01/a-brief-history-of-
decision-making
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Integrated Risk Management – The Goal

IRM is a continuous, proactive, systematic approach to identifying, 
assessing, prioritizing*, understanding, acting on, and 
communicating risk from an organization-wide, aggregate 
perspective. 

Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, 2010
*HIROC added

6

What is Risk

• Often described in terms of 
the impact and the 
associated likelihood of 
occurrence.

• May arise from trends, 
changes, disruptions and 
emerging issues.

• Is about the effect of 
uncertainty on objectives.
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Bowtie – Diagram – Risk Thinking - Example 

Likelihood Impact

Power 
Failure L

Back up Generator

RISK
Unavailable IT System 

Service 
Limitations

Business Continuity Plan

R

88

Voting Question

Which is more important – risk prevention or risk resiliency?
– Risk prevention
– Risk resiliency

Instructions: Go to www.menti.com
Enter code

Internal Link
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Importance of “Impact” side

In complex, high-risk industries, the 
only realistic goal is resilience – to 
develop a maximum capability to 
catch, correct, and learn from 
surprises as they arise.

Weick and Sutcliffe, 2015

1010

Risk management in healthcare: a cautionary tale

• “By the time Mid Staffordshire hospital's 
failings were exposed, up to 1,200 patients 
had died needlessly… appalling accounts 
of neglect.”

• “The Trust Board was weak. It did not listen 
sufficiently to its patients and staff or 
ensure the correction of deficiencies 
brought to the Trust’s attention.”

• “These failures were in part due to a focus 
on reaching targets, achieving financial 
balance and seeking foundation trust status 
at the cost of delivering acceptable 
standards of care.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XeYUlOp07Q
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IRM (ERM) execution issues

“There are a large number of common 
misconceptions about both the approach and 
the process that have become obstacles to 
successful implementation of ERM…”

Fraser, 2007 

Rogues gallery of obstacles:
• Strategic/Corporate vs Operational risks
• Upside vs Downside risks
• Risk Tolerance/Appetite 
• Inherent vs Residual risks

12

Simple and effective framework
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The Boards Role 
in Relation to Risk 

Management

14

Board Oversight  Roles and Accountability 
Board Policy Example 

1. The board - Oversee a comprehensive integrated risk management program.

2. The board - will lead the organization in developing a culture that fosters 
physical and psychological safety throughout the organization so that staff 
feel comfortable raising and escalating concerns.

3. The senior leadership team is responsible for operationalizing IRM.

4. The board ensures the controls/mitigation strategies have been identified to 
manage the top risks facing the organization. 

5. The board ensures that necessary resources available to assist those 
accountable and responsible for managing risk.
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The “21 Questions” tool to support IRM

16

Areas of focus  “21 Questions” tool

A. Strategic context
B. Board education
C. Risk culture
D. Risk management program
E. Key risks (patient & staff)

F. Key risks (other)
G. Risk management
H. Risk prioritization
I. Risk reporting
J. Crisis response
K. Assurance and evaluation
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Oversight : Key Questions  “21 Questions” tool

Patients and Staff

• What are the most significant risks related to care? 

• What are the themes/trends arising from patient complaints? 

• What are the most significant risks related to human resources?

1818

Board education (Q2) – core knowledge

• Risk concepts and 
misconceptions.

• Risk identification, assessment, 
management.

• The link between risk 
management, patient safety and 
quality.

• Just culture.
• High reliability organizations.

https://www.hiroc.com/Risk-Management/Risk-Notes/Risk-Safety-
Theory.aspx
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Key risks (Q6-15) – common taxonomy

By key objective:
• Care
• Human resources
• Financial
• Leadership
• IT
• Facilities
• Etc.

20

Risk Reporting 
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Care risk in Canada 

Baker, et al. CMAJ. 2004.

CIHI. Hospital Harm Indicator. 2016

2222

Assurance and evaluation (Q21) 
How mature is your IRM (ERM) program?
Level Characteristics

1 Risk management activities are implemented on an ad-hoc basis to address specific risks.
2 Limited capabilities to identify, assess, prioritize, manage and monitor organizational risks.

3
Sufficient capabilities to identify, measure, prioritize, manage, report and monitor major 
organizational risks; processes and techniques are defined and utilized (perhaps 
inconsistently) across the organization.

4
Consistent ability to identify, measure, prioritize, manage, report and monitor organizational 
risks; consistent application of processes and techniques across the organization; some 
consideration of risks in decision making and planning.

5

Well-developed ability to identify, measure, prioritize, manage and monitor organizational risks; 
process is dynamic and able to adapt to changing risks and variations in reporting needs and 
cycles; risks and risk management is embedded in organizational decision making and 
strategic planning.

Internal LinkInstructions: Go to www.menti.com
Enter code
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Risk maturity benchmarks

Risk	Register	Subscribers	(HIROC)	

2424

Question

Do you know the top 10 risks at your organization?

– Yes
– No
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Small groups

In your organization:
– How are you encouraging speaking up? (Q3)
– How do senior leaders demonstrate ownership of key risks? (Q5)
– What are the themes and trends arising from patient complaints? 

(Q7)
– How do senior leaders determine which risks to report to the 

board? (Q17)

2626

IRM/ERM Resources – National data / results
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2727

National data – top risks snapshot

*data as of January 1, 2019

2828

Key Messages

• Use the 21 questions and recommended practices to advance 
your IRM program.

• Share the 21 questions with your board and senior team.
• Have a common understanding of Board versus Management’s 

accountabilities (IRM Policy).
• Keep it simple.
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Questions?

3030

Contact information

Lori Borovoy
Senior Healthcare Risk Management Specialist, HIROC
lborovoy@hiroc.com
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Ontario Long Term Care Funding

Julie A. Horne
Chief Financial & Privacy Officer
New Unionville Home Society

100th Anniversary Title Sponsor

We’re in the business of saving time and money for our clients 
through a combination of procurement and program solutions 
for their operations. 
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Presentation Overview 

1. LTC Funding

2. Acuity, Service Supply and Demand

3. Sector Challenges

3

LTC Funding

4
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Primary LTC Funding Sources

5

Estimated LTC Program Cost (2018‐19) $M p.a.

Level of Care (+ 1.7% increase no details from Govt’t on 
breakdown)

5,043.8 

Resident Co‐Payments (1,539)   

Rate Reduction Program 160 

Supplementary Funding 675

Municipal Provider Contributions (2017)* 320 

Estimated TOTAL $4,281M 
Reference: MOHLTC, 2018
* AdvantAge Ontario Benchmarking

Supplementary Funding

6

$5,094 , 88%

$269 , 5%
$179 , 3%

$226 , 4%

Funding Overview

Care & Accommodation Specialized Supports Capital Other

Care and Accommodation

˃ RN Funding For all Homes

˃ RPN Funding Small Homes

˃ Quality Attainment Fund

˃ RAI Coordinator 

>

Capital

˃ Construction Per Diem

˃ Structural Compliance
>

Specialized Supports
˃ Falls Injury Prevention
˃ Behaviour Supports 

Ontario
˃ High Intensity Needs 

Fund 
˃ Convalescent Care
˃ Physiotherapy
˃ Laboratory

Other Supplementary 
Funding
˃ Pay Equity and 

Equalization
˃ Municipal Tax Relief
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LTC Funding Envelopes 2018-19

7

Envelope
Per Diem 
(July 2018)

$M p.a.

Nursing and Personal Care (NPC) 100.91  2,881 

Program Support Services (PSS) 9.79  280 

Raw Food (RF) 9.54  269 

Other Accommodations (OA) 56.52  1,605 

Estimated Total 176.76  5,094  

$2881, 57%

$280, 6%

$269, 5%

$1605, 32%

Share of Care and Accommodation 
Funding

NPC PSS RF OA

Nursing and Personal Care (NPC)

> For NPC the objective is for the home to assess, plan, provide assist, evaluate and 
document the direct care required to meet the residents nursing and personal care needs.

> NPC per diem is adjusted at the home level based on the measured acuity level of home 
residents.

> The higher the acuity of the residents, based on a home Case Mix Index, the higher the 
NPC per diem; relative to other homes with lower acuity scores. 

8

$100.91 +/-
CMI 

Adjustment
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Nursing and Personal Care (Cont’d)

> A 1% drop in CMI for 100 bed home equates to a drop of about $36,832 in annual NPC 
funding.

> Currently, CMI’s range from a low of 0.8535 ($86.13) to a high of 1.2153 ($122.64); a 
funding range of $36.51 per resident day.

9

NPC 
Funding 
for LTCH

Funded 
CMI of a 

LTCH

Classified 
Bed 

Count

Provincial 
NPC Per 

Diem 
Rate

Number 
of Days

Program and Support Services (PSS)
> For PSS the objective is to improve or maintain the level of functioning of residents with 

regard to activities of daily living (ADLs) or, more generally, improve a residents quality 
of life

> Recognized Therapists / Care providers:
> Physiotherapists (PT)
> Speech-language therapists
> Occupational therapists (OT)
> OT / PT Aides
> Social Workers
> Registered dietician time
> Palliative Care
> Spiritual Care
> Recreation/Activation
> Volunteer Coordinator

10

$9.79PRD
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Raw Food (RF) 
> Intended for the purchase of raw food and supplements ordered by a physician, nurse 

practitioner, dietician, or registered nurse.

> Food for special events including cultural, religious and ethnic celebrations.

> Alcohol and food for non-residents (including staff) are not covered.

> Funds may not be reallocated to other envelopes.

> Unspent funds are returned to the MOHLTC through the annual reconciliation report.

11

$9.54 PRD

Other Accommodation (OA)

> Funds costs related to:
> Housekeeping
> Dietary Aides
> IT Infrastructure
> Building and property operations and maintenance
> Laundry and Linen
> General and administrative services 
> Facility costs (including contributions to redevelopment)

> Surplus Funds from OA may be reallocated to any other envelope or taken as profit

12

$56.52 PRD
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Resident Co-Payments

> Residents are required to pay a co-payment for room and board costs  

> The 2018/2019 basic co-payment is $60.78 per diem, $1,848.73 monthly

> A minimum of 40% of all accommodation is required to be allocated to basic 
accommodation

> Revenue from copayments gets netted out of monthly payments from the ministry

> OA per diem is financed with resident co-payments

> Residents who cannot afford the co-payment can apply, through the home, for assistance 
through the MOHLTC Rate Reduction Program

13

Preferred Accommodation

> In addition to the basic co-payment, residents may opt for a private or semi-private room.

> A maximum of 60% of resident accommodation can be allocated to preferred 
accommodation.

> Premiums, over basic co-payment rates, were $8.33 to $12.49 for a semi-private room 
and $18.20 to $26.04 for a private room.  Charges vary by homes age. Changes for 
2019/2020 not confirmed.

> Homes are entitled to keep 100% of the preferred accommodation payments in excess of 
the basic co-payment.

14
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Quality Attainment Program

> Have to be formally accredited by recognized body (i.e. Accreditation Canada or 
Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities - CARF)

> A per diem of $0.36 is integrated into the OA envelope

> Clawed back at the end of the year if home is rated Level 3 or 4 risk group through 
compliance or if the home is not accredited

> Premium is maintained if accredited and rated as Level 1 or 2 risk group

Page 15

Provider Contributions

> Municipal LTCHs contribute approximately $320M, over and above provincial funding 
each year.

> Funds come largely from municipal levies and also from non-profit and charitable 
foundations, fund raising efforts, etc.

16
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Acuity, 
Service Supply 
and Demand

More than half of residents are over age 85

0–64
7%

65–74
11%

75–84
27%85–94

44%

95 and older
11%

Resident Age Breakdown

0–64 65–74 75–84 85–94 95 and older
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LTC Home Resident Profile

> 90% have cognitive impairment
> 86% need extensive help with activities of daily living; i.e. eating, dressing, toileting
> 80% have neurological diseases
> 76% have heart/circulation diseases
> 64% have dementia
> 62% have musculoskeletal diseases; i.e. arthritis and osteoporosis
> 61% take 10 or more prescription medications
> 40% need monitoring for an acute medical condition
> 21% have experienced a stroke

Source: CIHI CCRS Profile of Residents in Residential and Hospital Based Care 2017-2018

Resident Acuity – Aggressive Behaviours

> The Aggressive Behaviour Scale (ABS) measures the frequency of occurrence of the four types of aggressive 
behaviour (i.e. verbal abuse, physical abuse, socially inappropriate and resisting care). Residents with scores of 1 
to 4 are considered to be low to moderately aggressive and those scoring 5 and over are considered to have 
severe to very severe aggressive behaviours.

None
55%

Some 
24%

Severe
15%

Very Severe
6%

Aggressive Behaviour Scale (ABS) Ratings
Ontario LTC Resident Population

2017 - 2018

No aggressive behaviour (0) Some aggressive behaviour (1–2)

Severe aggressive behaviour (3–5) Very severe aggressive behaviour (6 or more)
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Growing Waitlist

20146 21280 22077 23211 26122 31017 33929 35174
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Eligible Waitlist Demand: Long Stay Beds
Waitlist Number of Clients Placed Linear (Waitlist)

21

Waitlists Projection - 2018 to 2025
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Page 22
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Ontario LTC Supply

3

Long Stay Beds Homes Beds Average 
Home Size

For Profit 361 42,325 118
Non-Profit 149 19,846 133
Municipal 101 16,255 159

Total 611 78,426 137
Table excludes 268 ELDCAP beds in 15 ELDCAP Homes
Source: LTC System Report - December 2018

Consumer Preference and Allocation of New Beds

24

Source: LTCH System Report, December 2018 Note: ELDCAP excluded.
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Sector Challenges
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Financial Sustainability

1. Envelope Pressures
2. Staffing – 4.0 hours of care 

>No commitment made by new government as of yet
3. New Beds

27

4.0 Hours of Care

28

3.28

3.38 3.38

3.45 3.45

2.90

3.00

3.10

3.20

3.30

3.40

3.50

3.60

3.70

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Direct Care Hours (Paid Hours) - PBD

Non-Profit For-Profit All Homes
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Questions

29
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Long Term Care
Governance and Leadership

Monday, May 6, 2019
Health Care Transformation – Collaborative Governance 

2:00 PM – 2:45 PM

Robert Morton, Senior Advisor

Presentation Overview

• Government vs Governance

• Collaborative Governance

• Systems Thinking

2
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Government and Health System Governance: 
a look back  

• Home CARE agencies (municipalities, Health Units, Hospitals NP 
Agencies) to 42 CCACs

• 42 CCACs to 38 CCACs

• 16 DHCs to !4 LHINS

• 38 CCACs to 14 CCACs

• 14 CCACs and 14 LHINS merged

• Hospital Supervisors

• Bill 74
3

Patients First Act

• Formal engagement between public health and LHINs

• LHIN sub-regions as a focus for care integration and planning

• Primary care planning and performance management

• CCAC and LHIN integration

• Aging with Confidence

• Four hours of care

• Additional beds

4
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Collaborative Governance

Continuum of Collaboration

Informal and Local 
Collaboration

Formal and Whole 
Agency 

Collaboration

Communication

• Individuals from 
different 
disciplines 
talking together

Cooperation

• Providers 
working jointly 
on lower 
priorities on a 
case by case 
basis

Coordination

• Formalized joint 
working group

• No sanctions for 
non-compliance

Coalition

• Joint structures 
created with 
willingness to 
sacrifice some 
autonomy

Integration

• Integration of 
services, staffing 
or initiatives 
between health 
system partners 
locally or 
system-wide 
and across 
sectors.

6
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Collaboration – T, T, T.

http://www.actforyouth.net/youth_development/communities/collaboration.cfm

The impact of Trust Building

7

Collaborative governance is an emerging practice aimed at 
improving collaboration across organizations

.
Is NOT… IS…

Board-level merger or 
integration

Multiple Boards partnering together 
to collectively achieve results for 
shared stakeholders

A “Super Board”
Less about structure and more about 
process, relationships and 
communications

An additional 
level of 
governance

A response to the demand for greater 
integration and partnerships amongst 
HSPs.

Competition 
among peers

Collaboration among stakeholders to 
meet the needs of shared populations

8
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Accountability
- Organizational Level

Performance 
Contract for 
CEO 

Managerial 
Accountability 
Agreements

PERFORMANCE 
CONTRACTS
• sets out what parts of the 

scorecard each individual is 
accountable for achieving & 
the supports they need to be 
successful.

ORGANIZATIONAL  
BALANCED 
SCORECARD
• describes strategy, 

measures & targets
• guides execution
• information on   

performance
Dialogue & 
Continuous Dynamic 
Evaluation & 
Learning

Financial Customer

Value Creating 
Processes

Learning & 
Growth Enablers

9

Accountability
- System Level

Performance 
Contract for 
CEO 

Managerial 
Accountability 
Agreements

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS
• sets out what parts of the scorecard 

each individual is accountable for 
achieving & the supports they need 
to be successful.

ORGANIZATIONAL  
BALANCED 
SCORECARD
• describes strategy, 

measures & targets
• guides execution
• information on   

performance Dialogue & 
Continuous Dynamic 
Evaluation & 
LearningFinancial Customer

Value Creating 
Processes

Learning & 
Growth Enablers

SYSTEM BALANCED   
SCORECARD

• states the financial & customer 
outcomes

• defines the strategic contribution of 
the board

• helps manage the performance of 
board / committees

• clarifies the strategic information the 
board needs

Financial Customer

Value Creating 
Processes

Learning & 
Growth Enablers

10
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A Governance Model

11

Generative

Strategic

Fiduciary

TrustSource: Jim Nininger, Conference Board of Canada

System Governance: Finding the Balance

12

Board members 
need to focus on 
their  own 
organization

Board members  
need to govern 
on a broader 
health system 
level
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Systems Thinking

14
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“Each person’s view is a unique perspective on a larger reality. If I can 
“look out” through your view and you through mine, we will each see 

something we might not have seen alone.” 

- Peter Senge

15

Systems Thinking:

“Seeing the whole, rather than the 
parts.”

16
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Systems Thinking:  What Is It?

• A way of thinking about, and a language for describing and understanding, 
the forces and interrelationships that shape the behavior of human systems. 

17

Systems Thinking Explained:

• “It’s about relationships, relationships, 
relationships...which part of the 
equation do we keep missing.”

“It’s About 
Connections”

18
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Governance as  a Leverage Point

• Framework for Governance in a Complex Adaptive System:

• Health Service Providers to shift governance focus from 
“silo” to “system” by embedding the “51/49 Approach”

• A 51% focus on HSP/organization and a 49% focus on the 
system

19

Questions for Consideration

• How much time do you or should you spend on systems versus 
organizational priorities?

• What about your CEO? How much time and effort is 
reasonable for your CEO to spend on system issues/priorities?

• What does this mean for your Board?

• Is your Board engaged in local OHT discussions?

• Does your Board need anything to do anything different?
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Section subtitle is 25 pt. Arial

Long-Term Care
Reporting Indicators for Governing Bodies

Brian Swainson
Director, Seniors Services
York Region

Session Objectives

Governance structure for charitable, non-profit, municipal and 
first nations LTC Homes

Reporting Indicators in Long-Term Care

Quality Performance Management
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Long-Term Care Governance Structure
Charitable, Non-Profit Homes

Charitable and/or Non-Profit LTC Homes

Governed by a board of directors.

• Fiduciary duty of a board director applies:
 Duty of Care, and 
 Duty of Loyalty 

Long-Term Care Governance Structure:
Municipal Homes

Municipal LTC Homes

Governed by a committee of management (2007, c.8, s.132(1, 2, 3))

Southern municipal homes
119 (1) Every southern municipality that is an upper or single-tier municipality 
shall establish and maintain a municipal home and may establish and maintain 
municipal homes in addition to the home that is required. 2007, c. 8, s. 119 (1).

Alternative ways to meet requirement
(2) The requirement in subsection (1) is met if the southern municipality 
participates in the establishment and maintenance of a joint home or helps 
maintain a municipal home or joint home under an agreement under section 121. 
2007, c. 8, s. 119 (2).
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Long-Term Care Governance Structure:
Municipal Homes

Municipal LTC Homes (cont’d)
Northern municipal homes

122 A northern municipality that is an upper or single-tier municipality and that has a 
population of more than 15,000 may establish and maintain a municipal home. 2007, c. 8, 
s. 122.

Joint homes – north
123 (1) A northern municipality that is permitted to establish and maintain a municipal 
home and one or more other northern municipalities may, under an agreement with each 
other, establish and maintain a joint home. 2007, c. 8, s. 123 (1).

Agreement to help maintain home – north
124 (1) A northern municipality that is not maintaining a municipal home or joint home may 
enter into an agreement with a municipality or municipalities maintaining a home or joint 
home, or with a board of management maintaining a home, to help maintain that home or 
joint home. 2007, c. 8, s. 124 (1).

Long-Term Care Governance Structure:
First Nations Homes

First Nations LTC Homes

Governed by a board of management (2007, c.8, s.129)

First Nations homes
129 (1) A council of a band may establish and maintain a First Nations home under this section. 2007, c. 
8, s. 129 (1).

Joint First Nations homes
(2) The councils of two or more bands may, under an agreement with each other, establish and maintain a 
First Nations home under this section. 2007, c. 8, s. 129 (2).

Approval required
(4) The following apply with respect to a First Nations home established under this section:
1. If the Minister gives approval for the establishment of the home under section 130, a board of 
management shall be established as a corporation, by regulation, for the home.
2. The home shall be vested in the board of management and the board shall have charge of the home.
3. The Corporations Act does not apply to a board of management, except as provided for under the 
regulations.
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Long-Term Care Governance
Oversight Responsibilities

Compliance & Reporting
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care:  
 LTCH Act, 2007 and associated regulations and 

legislation, MOHLTC policies
 Local Health Integration Network:  L-SAA
 And more… (refer to sample list on next slide)
Quality
 Quality indicators and quality improvement plans 

for long-term care
 Resident / family satisfaction
 Compliance inspection reports
Financial
 Operating budget, capital budget, reserves, 

payroll, short and long-term debt, cash flow, 
external audits, security of assets, internal 
controls, financial strength / sustainability, 
mandatory financial reporting, financial 
performance indicators, debt covenants, funding 
and revenue streams, …

Legal & Risk
 Insurance coverage: property, vehicle, errors and 

omissions, directors and officers, cyber liability
 Complaints and litigation
 Collective bargaining, grievances, settlements, 

arbitration decisions
 Health and safety
 Emergency Preparedness

Long-Term Care Governance
Oversight Responsibilities

Compliance & Reporting 

 A sample list of compliance 
considerations

 Information only; not to be considered 
complete or current

Short Form / Description Reference / Resource

Long‐Term Care Homes Act (LTCHA) Long‐Term Care Homes Act, 2007

Regulation 79/10 under LTCHA Ontario Regulation 79/10 made under the Long‐Term Care Homes Act, 2007

Amendment 246/13 to LTCHA Ontario Regulation 246/13 made under the Long‐Term Care Homes Act, 2007

Nursing Act Nursing Act, 1991  

Regulations under Nursing Act Ontario Regulation 275/94 made under the Nursing Act, 1991

Misconduct, Nursing Act

Ontario Regulation 799/93 Professional Misconduct, made under the Nursing 

Act, 1991

Nursing Act ‐ introduction CNO ‐ An Introduction to the Nursing Act, 1991

Regulated Health Professions Act (RHPA) Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991

Certificates of Authorization, RHPA Ontario Regulation 39/02 Certificates of Authorization, under the RHPA

Controlled Acts, RHPA Ontario Regulation 107/96 Controlled Acts, under the RHPA

Funding for Therapy, RHPA

Ontario Regulation 59/94 Funding for Therapy or Counselling for Patients 

Sexually Abused by Members

RHPA Amendment Bill 197, Regulated Health Professions Statute Law Amendment Act, 2009

AODA, 2005 Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005

AODA, Customer Service Standard, Reg 429/07 Accessibility Standards for Customer Service

AODA, IASR, Reg 191/11 Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation

Employment Standard (within the IASR)

Information and Communications Standard (within the IASR)

Transportation (within the IASR)

Design of Public Spaces (Built Environment) Standard (within the IASR)

CNO College of Nurses of Ontario

RNAO Registered Nurses' Association of Ontario

ESA Employment Standards Act, 2000

Info about ESA Employment Standards

Fire Code Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997

Regulations under FPPA

Ontario Regulation 213/07 made under the Fire Protection and Prevention 

Act, 1997

Medical Assistance in Dying ‐ Federal Government of Canada Resource Page

Medical Assistance in Dying ‐ Provincial MAID Ontario Statute law Amendment Act Bill 84

L‐SAA Long‐Term Care Service Accountability Agreement

BPSA Act Broader Public Sector Accountability Act, 2010

FIPPA Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act

PHIPA Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004

Health Care Consent Act Health Care Consent Act, 1996

Quality of Care Information Protection Act, 2004 (Schedule B) Quality of Care Information Protection Act, 2004 (Schedule B)
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Meeting the Information Needs of Governors

REPORTING INDICATORS
• Measures of quality
• Clinical performance
• Resident / family satisfaction
• Accountability
• Financial
• Human resources
• Strategic direction

FREQUENCY
• Monthly
• Quarterly
• Year-to-date
• Alignment with external requirements
• Adhoc / as needed

COMPARATORS
• Provincial average 
• Prior period(s)
• Sector benchmarks
• Externally imposed target
• Internally developed target

FORMAT / APPROACH
• Risk Based Performance 

Management
• Balanced Scorecard
• Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
• Custom / Hybrid

Meeting the Information Needs of Governors

The determination of reporting indicators, frequency, comparators and format / 
approach is an ongoing iterative process, to keep pace with the environment.
This should be collaborative effort between Management and Board Members:

• Management Initiated – provide a suite of reporting indicators according to 
actual and anticipated information needs 

• Board Initiated - Feedback or inquiries from the Board may also initiate 
changes to reporting indicators

• Externally Imposed – MOHLTC, LHIN, Other
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Meeting the Information Needs of Governors

 Quality of clinical care
 Resident and family satisfaction
 Legislative or regulatory 

changes
 Provincial priorities
 Compliance matters
 Accreditation requirements
 Crisis management

 Continuous Quality 
Improvement

 Operational issues 
 New initiatives
 Strategic direction
 Legal and risk
 . . .

Reporting Indicators

Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance

The Ontario government tasked Health Quality Ontario (HQO) with measuring and 
reporting to the public on the quality of long-term care and resident satisfaction.

HQO partnered with the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI), the Institute for 
Clinical Evaluative Sciences, and the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board to develop 
the public reporting indicators for long-term care quality and resident satisfaction.

Refer to:  https://www.hqontario.ca/System-Performance/Long-Term-Care-Home-Performance
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Reporting Indicators

Public Reporting Indicators, Compliance Inspection Reports, 
Home Performance Levels

 Board awareness/understanding of public reporting 
 Provincial level vs. individual Home level
 Direct relationship or inverse relationship 
 Home performance, system performance, or reflection of higher acuity residents 
 Effectiveness & relevance 
 Compliance status, findings, action plans, risk and reputation
 Timeliness of data, proactive vs. reactive 

Reporting Indicators

Public Reporting Indicators, Compliance Inspection Reports, Home Performance Levels

Frequency and types of inspections:
 Annual Resident Quality Inspection
 Complaints Inspection
 Follow-up Inspection

Findings of non-compliance:
 WN – Written Notification
 VPC – Voluntary Plan of Correction
 DR – Director Referral
 CO – Compliance Order
 WAO – Work and Activity Order

Requirement to post public copy of compliance inspection reports in the Home for a period no less than 2 
years.

Refer to:  http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net
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Reporting Indicators
HQO – Public Reporting at the Provincial Level

ATTRIBUTE HEALTH TOPIC INDICATOR

Accessible Wait Times Median number of days to long-term care home placement

Effective Incontinence Percentage of residents with worsening bladder control

Effective Activities of
Daily Living

Percentage of residents with increasing difficulty carrying out normal 
everyday tasks

Effective Cognitive Function Percentage of residents whose language, memory, and thinking abilities 
have recently decreased

Effective Pain Percentage of residents with pain that recently worsened

Safe Falls Percentage of residents who had a recent fall

Safe Pressure Ulcers Percentage of residents who had a pressure ulcer that recently worsened

Safe Restraints Percentage of residents who were physically restrained

Safe Medication Safety Number of residents prescribed a drug that should never be used among the 
elderly per 100,000 residents aged 65 years or older, per year

Appropriately Resourced Health Human Resources Number of injuries per 100 long-term care workers per year

Focused on
Population Health Infections Percentage of residents with one or more infections

Reporting Indicators
HQO – Public Reporting at the LTC Home Level

ATTRIBUTES OF 
QUALITY CATEGORY REPORTING INDICATOR

Effective Incontinence % of residents with worsening bladder control

Safe

Falls % of residents who had a recent fall

Pressure Ulcers % of residents who had a pressure ulcer that recently got 
worse

Restraints % of residents who were physically restrained
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Reporting Indicators
Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance

Quality Indicator Improved / Enhanced Indicator Information
% of residents using anti-psychotic 
medications

% of residents using anti-psychotic medications without 
having a diagnosis of psychosis

Number or % of residents sustaining falls • (Number of residents sustaining more than one fall in 
the reporting period) / (Number of residents sustaining 
a fall in the reporting period)

• Number of injuries due to falls / Number of falls
Numbers of restraints used Number of restraints used:

• Physician ordered
• Resident or family requested
• Registered staff initiated

Number of residents with pressure ulcers Number of residents with pressure ulcers:
• Admitted or transferred from Hospital with pressure 

ulcers
• Admitted from community with pressure ulcers
• Developed in Home

Reporting Indicators
Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance - CIHI

Each Long-Term Care Home does mandatory data submissions to the Canadian 
Institute for Health Information (CIHI) throughout the year.

Management has access detailed reporting at the Individual LTC Home level and 
at the Provincial Level through secure access to CIHI.

The following slides itemize a partial list of the LTC Home indicators  captured via 
this mandatory reporting to CIHI.
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Reporting Indicators
Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance - CIHI

Reporting Indicators
Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance - CIHI
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Reporting Indicators
Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance - CIHI

Reporting Indicators
Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance - CIHI

The LTCH Act and O.Reg 79/10 specify required programs at the LTC Home, and 
periodic review / evaluation requirements, in areas including but not limited to:

 Falls prevention and management ; Skin and wound care
 Continence care and bowel management ; Pain management
 Recreation and social activities ; Nutrition care and hydration
 Medical services ; Religious and spiritual practices ; Volunteers

Boards should be aware of the Home’s compliance with this requirement (existence and 
review) on  a periodic/annual basis.
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Reporting Indicators
Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance - CIHI

Another Example – Case Mix Index 
Case Mix Index (CMI) in Long-Term Care is a very broad and complex topic.

• Case Mix Index is a relative value (with 100% being the average or norm) 
assigned to a diagnosis-related group of residents in Long-Term Care

• Case Mix Index is a measure of resident acuity and complexity of care

• Case Mix Index is a multiplicative factor in the funding formula for Nursing 
and Personal Care

• The higher the CMI, the more complex the acuity of the resident

Reporting Indicators
Measures of Quality & Clinical Performance - CIHI

Another Example 
Case Mix Index 

Funded CMI

Funded CMI is based on Adjusted 
CMI results from the previous 
fiscal year.
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Reporting Indicators
Resident & Family Satisfaction

Per the Long-Term Care Homes Act (S.85):

“Every licensee of a long-term care home shall ensure that, at least once in every year, 
a survey is taken of the residents and their families to measure their satisfaction with 
the home and the care, services, programs and goods provided at the home…”

The LTCH Act also outlines requisite Action, Advice and Documentation that must follow 
the completion of the annual satisfaction survey.

Governors should receive reporting from Management of the Home’s annual compliance 
with this requirement, as well as year-over-year trending, planned improvement activities 
and analytical commentary as appropriate.

Reporting Indicators
Accountability

Per the Long-Term Care Homes Act (S.85):

Governors should be aware of Management’s monitoring of the LTC Home’s 
compliance status with regard to significant mandatory reporting requirements.

The Long-Term Care Service Accountability Agreement (L-SAA) between each 
Long-Term Care Home and the associated Local Health Integration Network 
(LHIN) itemizes Accountability Reporting Requirements on L-SAA “Schedule C”.

There are also other mandatory external reporting requirements (financial, 
statistical, quality, legislative).
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Reporting Indicators
Accountability – Sample Report to Governors

DUE DATE

COMPLETED 
on / before 
DUE DATE

ACCOUNTABILITY / 
AGREEMENT ENTITY

L-SAA *
REQUIREMENT ACCOUNTABILITY ITEM

31-Jan-19 Yes Ministry of Health and Long-Term 
Care Quarterly Physiotherapy/GroupEx Reporting (Oct-Dec)

28-Feb-19 Yes Ministry of Health and Long-Term 
Care, via CCRS Y CCRS RAI MDS quarterly submission (Oct-Dec)

01-Mar-19 Yes LHIN Y Annual Statement of L-SAA Compliance for the previous 
year

31-Mar-19 Yes Ministry of Health and Long-Term 
Care (CCIM) Quarterly IAR Privacy Audit

01-Apr-19 Yes Health Quality Ontario & LHIN Y Annual Quality Improvement Plan Submission to HQO

30-Apr-19 LHIN Y French Language Services Annual Submission to LHIN

31-May-19 Ministry of Health and Long-Term 
Care Y OHRS/MIS Trial Balance Submission for the previous year

31-May-19 Ministry of Health and Long-Term 
Care, via CCRS Y CCRS RAI MDS quarterly submission (Jan-Mar)

5-Jul-19 MOHLTC Y Annual Staffing Report submission for the previous year

Etc.

This is just a partial sample of required reporting that should be tracked and monitored.  Consult your L-SAA and any other LHIN and MOHLTC 
agreements and policies to create and confirm an Accountability Tracker for your Home(s).

Reporting Indicators
Accountability: L-SAA Performance Indicators

Example
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Reporting Indicators
Financial - Example

Occupancy

 Long-Stay Beds must achieve 97% occupancy to receive 100% of the LOC per diem 
funding;

 Short-stay respite beds will receive 100% of the LOC per diem funding regardless of 
the actual occupancy achieved;

 Convalescent care beds will receive 100% of the base LOC per diem funding 
regardless of the actual occupancy achieved but they must achieve a minimum 
occupancy rate of 80% to receive 100% of the Additional Subsidy;

 Interim short-stay beds must achieve 90% occupancy to receive 100% of the LOC 
per diem funding.

Reporting Indicators
Financial

Occupancy- Sample Reporting

* Under legislation, obligation to have a minimum of 40% of LTC Long-Stay Beds at 
basic rate

Minimum 
Threshold

Indicator Mar
YTD

Jun
YTD

Sep
YTD

Dec
YTD

97% Occupancy:  Long-Stay Beds 98.6% 98.7% 99.0% 99.0%
… Occupancy:  Respite Beds … … … …
… Occupancy: Convalescent

Care Beds
… … … …

40% Proportion of Basic Rate 
Long-Stay Beds*

40.8% 40.7% 40.6% 40.7%
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Reporting Indicators
Overall Stewardship

The law imposes a wide range of duties and liabilities on directors and officers because the scope 
of authority of the corporation's management is very broad. In general, these duties and liabilities 
reflect the position of trust that directors and officers hold in relation to the corporation and its 
members.

For example, directors are jointly and severally liable to pay employee income tax deductions that 
the corporation fails to remit …

• “As at this report date, all required statutory deductions & remittances have been made 
to-date.”

Purchase insurance to protect directors and officers against liabilities incurred in the exercise of 
their duties (often called D&O Insurance)
• Annual confirmation of appropriate and sufficient insurance coverage for the corporation.

Reporting Indicators
Quality Performance Management – One Approach

There are many ways to develop and maintain an environment of quality 
performance management, and continuous quality improvement, giving both 
Management and Governors the information they need, at the right level of detail 
and at the right frequency.  

 Management uses this information to manage day-to-day operations and 
manage operational risk.

 Governors use this information to govern the organization, to make informed 
decisions, to set strategy, and to mitigate risk.
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Reporting Indicators
Quality Performance Management – One Approach

Management should establish a series of management committees at the 
operational level to measure, report, and analyze quality and performance in all 
aspects of the Home.  

Committees may include representatives from: management, other senior 
leadership from all functional areas, staff performing specialized functions (RAI 
Coordinator, Behavioral Support Resource, Registered Dietitian, Social Worker, 
etc.), as well as contracted providers, such as Physiotherapy and Pharmacy.  

Representatives from the Governors may or may not be at these committees, 
however the reports and minutes from these committees should be reviewed by 
Governors at least quarterly to meet their oversight obligation.

Reporting Indicators
Quality Performance Management – One Approach

Such committees could include:

 Quality Improvement Committee

 Professional Advisory Committee

 Best Practice Committee

 Program Evaluation Committee

 Accreditation Committee

 Finance and Audit Committee

 Property Committee

 Compliance and Risk Committee
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Reporting Indicators
Quality Performance Management – One Approach

A Quality Improvement Committee (QIC) , as a management committee with 
Governor representation, enables and facilitates :

 regular reporting and analysis of organizational quality performance 
indicators

 development of action plans to address deficiencies

 identification of quality improvement initiatives

 monitoring of outcomes

 analysis of risk and implementation of risk mitigation strategies

Reporting Indicators
Quality Performance Management – One Approach

All functional areas participate in the Quality Improvement Committee, ensuring 
complete coverage of all clinical, support, and administrative areas:

 Nursing – Skin and Wound, Falls Prevention, Infection Control, Education 

 Activation – Recreation, Social, Spiritual 

 Dietary and Nutrition

 Environmental - Housekeeping, Laundry, Maintenance 

 Administration, Finance, Human Resources
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Reporting Indicators
Continuous Quality Improvement

Consider the approach for Reporting Indicators and Continuous Quality 
Improvement that will be effective for your LTC Home.

1. Determination of reliable and relevant reporting indicators
2. Monitoring, interpretation, communication of results
3. Development and implantation of effective action plans
4. Go to step #1

Consider possible areas of improvements for your Home’s approach to Reporting 
Indicators to Governors.
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FIVEYEARSFROMNOW,PEOPLEARE
LESSLIKELYTOREMEMBERWHAT
HAPPENEDANDMORELIKELYTO

REMEMBERHOWYOUHANDLEDIT
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ANISSUE
Doesn't present immediate risk to the org's
reputatio'n or bottom line
Handled we'll, can create opportun ities
Typically handled during office hours
Provides you with more possible choices
Less urgency and lower costs
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ACRISIS
Presents (or has the potent ial to present)
negative, long-term damage to reputat ion
and/or bottom line
Needs to be responded to in minutes, not
hours
Can take place (and needs to be
addressed) at any time of day
Decreases your possible choices
Urgency and costs are higher
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_ Q. BUSINESS GET UPDATES

Costs for Boeing Start to Pile Up
as 737Max Remains Grounded

FINANCIALPOST

NEWS • INVESTING • MARKETS • PERSONALFINANCE • INNOVATION • FPCOMMENT • ENTREPRENEUR • EXECUTIVE • FPMAGAZINE

Boeing shares, vanguard of the
Dow, crushed after second 737
MAX crash
This is the second deadly crash of thispassengerJet inJustfive m onths
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C N B C S IG N I N PRO W A TCHLI S T M A K E  IT
71

USA • I N T L

SE

MARKETS BUSINESS INVESTING TECH POLIT ICS CNBC TV

A I R L IN E S

Southwest removes Boeing 737 Max
from flight schedule through early
August as grounding persists
PUBLISHED F R I, APR 12 2 0 19 • 9 : 2 1 AM EDT I UPDATED 4 HOUR S AGO

E mma Newburger
@E M M A _ NEW BURGER SHARE f 'tJI in Im •••

KEY 
PO INTS

• Southwest Airlines has removed the Boeing 737 Max jet from its schedule through
Aug. 5, which marks a key summer travel period.

• It 's unclear how many flights will be canceled as a result.

• Other major air lines like American and United have canceled thousands of flights
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IF YOU 
DON’T 
OWN 
THE 

CRISIS, 
THE 

CRISIS 
WILL
OWN 
YOU
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CONTAINTHESITUATION
MINIMIZESPECULATION

DEMONSTRAI  
CREDIBILITY
(WORDS&
ACTIONS)
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COMMUNIC
ONES

ROUGH
PERSON

SHOWGENUINE
CONCERNFOR
THOSEAFFECTED
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PROVIDE
ACCURATE, 
TIMELY
INFORMATION

PROTECTCUSTOMERCONFIDENCE
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YOURCRISISCOMMUNICATIONSPLAN
Keepit simple

Requireteammemberstokeepacopyathome

YOURCRISISCOMMUNICATIONSPLAN
Keepit simple

Requireteammemberstokeepacopyathome
Whoactivatesit?When?
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YOURCRISISCOMMUNICATIONSPLAN
Keepit simple

Requireteammemberstokeepacopyathome
Whoactivatesit?When?

Stepsfor internal/external comms

YOURCRISISCOMMUNICATIONSPLAN
Keepit simple

Requireteammemberstokeepacopyathome
Whoactivatesit?When?

Stepsfor internal/externalcomms
Who'sresponsibleforwhat?
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YOURCRISISCOMMUNICATIONSPLAN
Keepit simple

Requireteammemberstokeepacopyathome
Whoactivatesit?When?

Stepsfor internal/externalcomms
Who'sresponsibleforwhat?
Whichtoolswillyouuse?

KEVMESSAGES
Demonstrateempathy
Provideastatusupdate

Identifythecause
Outlinethetimetable

Apologizeif appropriate
Showwhatyou'redoingtofix it
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34
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35
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Hotel Owner Apologizes for Policy That
Cha rged $500 for Bad Reviews

1.6k I I Share on Facebook "fl Share on Twiner •SHARES Y/RATSnm?
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TRAVEL

'Historic' Inn Charges $500 Per
Negative Online Review

Charlotte Alter
Aug 04, 2014 0 0 ( )
Ahotel in Hudson, N.Y. that advertises itself as a great option for weddings and

gatherings has some hidden fine print: if you or your guests post a negative

review of your stay online, you'll be charged $500.

The PR tactic totally backfired, since the Union Street Guest House's punitive

online review policy has now been written up in the New York Post and 

Business Insider. And the wording of the policy is hilariously stuffy:

Please know that despite the fact tha t wedding couples love Hudson and our

Inn, your friends and families may not. This is due to the fact tha t your guests

may not understand what we offer - therefore we expect you to explain that to

them. USGH & Hudson are historic. The buildings here are old (but restored). 

Our bathrooms and kitchens are designed to look old in an artistic "vintage"

way. Our furniture is mostly hip, period furniture that you would see in many

design magazines. (although comfortable and functional - obviously all beds

are brand new.) If your guests are looking for a Marriott type hotel they may not

like it here.

In other words, your idiot guests probably won't appreciate how nice th is hotel

is, since they are Marriott-loving philistines who don't understand "hip, period

- a. " • II·
'f1 Restaurants Y Nightlife ) t  Local Services

•
· Write a Review Events Talk

0 Yelpers report this location has closed. Find a similar spot

Union Street Guest House
102 reviews '" Details

Guest Houses ,:t Edrt

a ew 0 Add Photo @ Share R Bookmark

9  349 Union St
Hudson, NY 12534
United States
Get Directions

\ . (518) 828-0958
CJSend to your Phone

Mapdala©2017 Google

,:? Edrt

Hu d so n

"We stayed in the Thunderbird suite whichwas so cozy, perfectly decorated, and
delightful!"in 3 reviews / '    Edit business

info

Hours
"LooKing forward to another weekend getaway. ' in2 reviews

,:? Add business hours

"The accommodations were plenty spacious for two couples, and everythingwas bright, 
tidy, and very cool-looKing." in 7 reviews

0 lli"'l Keri D.
.    First
to review

You might also consider

E9The Woodstock Inn Q)
"""' + ke . &.lille-trc."J""

:M P' Il l t'D The Country Place

*
Wtite Revi
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• THE ORIGINAL SLOW COOKER •
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The maker of Crock-Pot is plunging as people
freak out over a character's shocking death
on 'This Is Us'
Joe Ciolli
0Jan. 25, 2018, 02:30 PM

t!i SHARE

SPONSORED FI NA NCIA L CONT ENT

28.09
1 5 1 max
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Following

13 2,542

Tweets & replies

ROCK-POT
Followers - Like:s-- -------------------------------- - - . : : ;._ _ _ _J

129
Tweets

56 Following g
•

The Crock-Po t® Brand O
@CrockPotCares

Crock-Po t ® I If it does1't say Crock-Pot ®

Slow Cooker, it's not the o rigina l! Follow 
along for special offers, delicious recipes
and helpful tips.

Tweets Media Who to follow .Refresh . View all

Gil Birmingham 0 @gilbir... 

( Follow )

I ] Joined January 201S

... Pinned -weet

The Crock-Pot® Brand 0 @CrockPotCares . Feb 3
Milo knows the truth. It's time we all get along - ! 'CrockPotlslnnocent.

v

Message

Anthon y Patanella @Boxi...

( Follow )

Tweet t o

• Ithaca Beer Co. @ithacabe... 

( Follow )

A 3 Followers you know

O G
.g& Find people you know

Canada t rend s .Change

#Osca rs 1
@WIRED, @threadless and 5more are Tweeting
about this

The Crock-Pot® Brand• @CrockPotCares • Feb 3

Replying to @MargueriteTort

We LOVEyou! #CrockPotlslnnocent

v

0  
1

t.l . 1 \:)    
1

The Crock-Pot® Brand• @CrockPotCares · Feb 3
Milo knows the truth. I fs time we all get along · #CrockPotlslnnocent.

v

0  
31

t.l . 183 Q 469

The Crock-Pot® Brand• @CrockPotCares • Feb 3

Replying to @amy_thyng

We agree! Let's do our part and honor him thisweekend! #crockpotisinnocent

v

0 t.l. 1 Q 6

The Crock-Pot® Brand • @CrockPotCares • Feb 3

Replying to @KaseyBoes

We plead innocent! #crockpotisi nnocent

v

0 t.l. 3 Q 15

The Crock-Pot® Brand • @CrockPotCares • Feb 3 v
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Karin Patrick @KarinHPatrick · Feb 3

Replying to @CrockPotCares
Brilliant Crock Pot! You could have fought this, but instead you've embraced the
moment (and our favorite show) This hashtag is a wonderful lighthearted
moment in a lead up to an episode we dread.... And how cool for the show to
play along ! #CrockPotlslnnocent #ThislsUs

Q t.l . ( )   
19

michelle renee schop @mrsschopp · Feb 3

Replying to @CrockPotCares

Absolutely. This is great. M ilo is such a good kind person to do this.
#CrockPotlsln nocent

Q t.l . ( )   
5

Peacn_Kels @peach_kel · Feb 3

Replying to @CrockPotCares

I love t his! I'm taking all my crock pots out now getting ready for the big game.

Q t.l . ( )   
4

Shonnie Jackson @shesomthinelse · Feb 3

Replying to @CrockPotCares

Nah, that #CrockPotGuiltyAF

0  1

1 m ore reply

t.l . ( )   
6

Leslie Pepper @lesliepepper · Feb 3

Replying to @CrockPotCares

Wel l p layed, Crock-Pot. Well p layed .

Q t.l . ( )   
2

Amy @MyWhizzer13 • Feb 3

Replying to @CrockPotCares @PhotoGal26
I have chili in my @CrockPotCares crockpot right now. Meatbal ls in crockpot on
t he menu tomorrow too ! I harbor no hard feel ings!

Q t l . ( )   
2

v

v

v

v

v

v

Shantillylace•
@shantel575

(    Follow )
v

Gee thanks #thisisus us for ruining
#CROCKPOT cooking. Now every time I use
mine I'll be sad AND afraid " "
3:00 PM - 24 Jan 2018

1 Retweet 7 Likes ft
0  1 t.l. 1 0  

7

Tweet your reply

The Crock-Pot® Brand • @CrockPotCares ·Jan 24

Replying to @shantel575

We total ly get it ! Last night's episode was , & we're still not over it either! We
want to assure you that we' re comm itted to safety & you can continue to use our
products with confidence. We test our #CROCKPOT rigorously before they hit 
shelves. Pis OM us with any quest ions.

v

Q  
39

t.l. 95 0 306

Shantillylaee. @shantel575 ·Jan 24
No worries, I have no intent ion of giv ing up my crockpot 5

v
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The Crock-Pot® Brand

u

5 crisis lessons from Crock-Pot and 'This Is
Us'
By Gini Dietrich I Posted: February 19, 2018

36

f i @ i
11.11&!14 G•

Print IE! E-mail

At the end of season two, episode 13, we finally get a glimpse of howJack dies. The Crock-Pot, or
more accurately a slow cooker, catcnes on nre- ana me Internet 1s rreaK1ngout.

Crisis Communications
Conference

May 8-9.2018 • Washington.D.C.

PreS<?nted bv I l agan PRDaily

Hosted bye LEVICK
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= In c I n c .5000 QsEARcH NEWSLETTERS Fouow s u ssCR1eE , . : .
MENU • APPLY NOW l,,
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Crock-Pot's Response to Its Tragic Role in 'This Is Us'
Is a Lesson in Smart PR
Don't let things boilover; respondquickly with empathy, key messages,andfacts. But beforeyou read, know there's 
a big spoiler here for the show's fans.

By Amy George Owner.By George Communications tJ#@amybgeorge

aam@ma -
1 COMMENTS

Milo Vent imiglia as Jack in NBC's "Th is Is Us." CREDIT:Getty Images

I'm a big fan of NBC's This Is Us, my slow cooker, and good P R And, wow, how they've all

Find out about
free exporter

education seminars
and workshops.

Learn more

WHATTHEYDIDRIGHT
-Respondedswiftly(Twitter,Facebook,Superbowl
commercial,Ellen)

-Demonstratedempathy(one-to-onetweetsthat showed
concernfor theconsumerandthecharacter)

-Followedupwiththefacts (with100millionsold,no
complaintssimilartothefictionaleventsinlast night's
episode...thedesignofour product rendersthistypeof
eventnearlyimpossible)
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FIVEYEARSFROMNOW,PEOPLEARE
LESSLIKELYTOREMEMBERWHAT
HAPPENEDANDMORELIKELYTO

REMEMBERHOWYOUHANDLEDIT
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